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By Kristie Betts Letter

L Aleph, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****. Beginning with a canary and ending with a warning from Eurydice, Under-Worldly
gives poetic voice to the subterranean. This hybrid poetry collection examines what lies beneath,
moving from water pipes in Michigan, to Colorado boomtown mines or to the emotional minefields
of hair metal bands. Environmental concerns and historical re-visioning take shape in sharp phrases
and expansions of tradition poetic form. Literal and figurative underworlds abound in schools,
beneath a car s hood and from Neil Armstrong s perspective in space. Nancy Drew and Baby Doe
Tabor explore new depths. When the river runs backwards at New Madrid or nightswimming tugs
bodies down, these poems articulate the architecture of bones beneath the world s flesh.
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ReviewsReviews

A fresh e-book with a brand new perspective. This is certainly for anyone who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. I am just happy to
explain how this is the very best publication i have go through in my individual lifestyle and may be he best pdf for ever.
-- Margarett Roob-- Margarett Roob

The very best publication i possibly study. This is certainly for anyone who statte there was not a worth looking at. I am just very happy to tell you that this
is basically the best pdf i actually have study inside my individual life and could be he very best pdf for possibly.
-- Darlene Blick-- Darlene Blick
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